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About This Game

Join the fun and test your ability to master the GyroSphere! Go break your own records and tell your friends about it!

It’s a fast-paced race through endless, unpredictable obstacles and time is running out! Roll, spin, jump, but don’t fall and lose
lives! It’s a challenging course in an abstract world, but with uncompromising physics!

You will easily learn to control the GyroSpere, but can you master it? Time is of the essence! Only speed and focus will help
you unlock more arenas with new challenges ahead! Keep trying to be better and beat your own times! Work your way up!

Features:

Unique tracks with realistic physics
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Title: GyroSphere Trials
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Pronetis Games
Publisher:
Pronetis Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel/AMD Dual Core @ 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA/AMD/Intel 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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Patterns, is a game that tries to be like Minecraft, has less features, but wants you to think it is better cause it uses triangles
instead of cube. It is created by the same people who made Second Life, and in my mind the quality of the game is as terrible as
the customers service @ Linden Labs.

Linden Labs is a company devoted to taking the money of it's customers, changing the rules, and profitting by deceptive
business tactics.

Wow a mouth full right? Well... nearly 10 years of dealing with this company and it's empty promises would leave anyone bitter,
it is a point only important cause the lack of content of this game which has been out for a couple years now is just as empty and
disatisfying as it's broken promises.

. Not worth it, even at 99c on sale. Like many of the others say, it's basically just a single player mmo. It's so grindy though that
it just isn't worth it. I was so bored by playing this game that I just couldn't stand to continue. For anyone that loves extreme
grind without anyone to talk with\/adventure with, this is probably a gem. But that just isn't me, so I can't in good conscience
recommend it.
Play a f2p instead. Give the dollar to a homeless person. Buy a cheeseburger. Buy a pack of gum. There are plenty of other
options for your money that will satisfy you much more than this will. If you spend it here, the dollar will feel wasted.. Early
acess review, so take it that way. OK been in game for 13 hours and did some missions and part of the storyline. it has a few
bugs but nothing Earthshaking. Good graphics and decent fights to mess with, some really serious ones too. lots of upgrades for
ships and a few new ones out so far, but not a big selection. IMO not a bad game for the price so try it and see what you think,
just remember its in Early Acess so dont expect perfection.. This is not a good game. Be warned.. This is not only the best Kart
Racing sim but for me the most realistic feeling racing sim out there.
Very well done. (you don't feel like you're struggling in a physics lesson on ice like many of the best selling sims where you need
to put in too many frustrating hours until they become fun)
This sim is immediately exhilarating and feels real the moment you put your foot down. If you've driven Karts before you get a
good sense of feeling the limits and every lap can be rewarding from the moment you play. When you come off the throttle or
hard accelerate through corners there is some weighty feel to the Karts and the force feedback has been done well without being
overwhelming like others. The karts just feel right (unlike the Karts in Automobilista where I felt like you're on a bed of springs
under power and braking and then a Jet Ski on water when lifting off, horrible in comparison)

For me it's worth every penny as I've always missed Karting from my younger days and have never had enough money to start
again. The feeling came straight back. I purchased a T150 wheel and Playseat Challenge on a budget and I'm using an old 720P
projector so sacrificing graphic quality for the big screen experience, but I wouldn't have been disappointed if I'd paid for more
expensive kit. (To hire a 2-stroke Kart you're looking at \u00a3100-200 euros per hour)

Unfortunately there is no AI to race (yet?) there are some online servers where you need to be lucky to find others at the same
time. It does have your fastest laps in a Ghost Kart which is an excellent trainer and you will keep improving.
If you're serious about wanting to experience the buzz of 2-stroke Karting (where F1 drivers learnt and still use to train in the
winter) then buy this and encourage your friends to get it too.

If you go to the developer's forum you can find organised online race events with people who seem friendly and helpful who are
racing for the buzz of Karting not their egos. There are also links to download extra tracks like Kimbolton in the UK where they
hold the Super One finals and Formula TKM festival.
Having the three Genk Belgium tracks as standard is a great coup as this has been one of the best Karting facilities in Europe.
The small Genk hire Kart circuit encourages so much race craft you'll also see seasoned racers there in real life honing their
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skills (and probably on this software too).
My only wish is for the developers to add the slower and heavier Sodi Kart 390cc 4-stroke to help train the rest of the family as
even the Mini 2-stroke Karts are manic.. Great idea, terrible execution. I don't ever get motion sickness, and there isn't any VR
game that I've tried that has gotten me sick. This one though....this one was a close call. Movement is just too fast for VR.
Spinning makes it even worse. I REALLY wish this game was playable because it looks pretty fun. The graphics are pretty good
too.

I honestly have no idea what the developers were thinking. They must not have tried this game with the Vive.. Has potential but
not there yet.

If only the developer opened up the tools for modders to take over this game could really shine. The platform is there for it to be
a hit.. One of the Best VR shooting games i have played!
Definitely recommend this title
The aiming is spot on and the enemies are different in a way thats refreshing
not just the same old thing everyone else is using, and very well animated too
the difficulty level is great really keeps you on your toes!

overall a perfect game for the VR if you have one this is a must have!
i cant wait to see what else is done with this, its in early access and its already better or on par with what id expect from AAA
titles
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Fun and challenging game with an interesting take on medieval combat where aiming and positioning are crucial.
Enemies can die with a few well placed hits but they actually know how to block, and you have to do likewise or it's easy to go
down. This results in a significant exchange of attacks and blocks not usually seen in games, where you have to keep your edge
until you create an opening.
Things get stirred up when you free other prisoners to follow you and can get especially imbalanced if you stack them up in a
crowd, but eventually they end up dying.
The storyline only goes as far as the intro and there's no further narrative, so you're just left having to find a way out of the
prison levels.
Being an indie game the graphics are not cutting edge but everything looks consistent and immersive.
It could use some more variety in the gameplay and visuals, but it's good enough for a small challenging game. All I wanted for
Valentine's Day was to go from 49 to 50 reviews.

Nobody is gonna love you but yourself.. Very Good Game, just the problem that needs people to play it.. WOW!
I was shocked how addictive and fun this game was!
"Like Super Mario Bros, But nos as good. STILL... IT`S Great!". Great multiplayer game and nice easter eggs for people who
love bttf! ;). I've played many versions of this game and to watch the development and progress that the developers have maade
up until release has been impressive. Polygod is a FPS rogue-like shooter in which levels are randomised and agility is key. If
this sounds interesting to you , then this is definitley a must have addition to your steam library and your completed games
checklist!. Not what i had expected. Clunky controls, unresponsive units. Game is quite tedious.

I can usually get past that, i don't mind slow and hard-to-learn strategy games. But it's just not responsive nor is it any fun, and
frankly, i find the tactical value to be lackluster due to unavailible options for unit behaviour. (infantry only hit the dirt when
under fire instead of ordering them to do so before they are under fire, for example) your units also act clunky and units are
unresponsive, especially for tank and gun crews, which is my biggest issue. I am well aware that the game creates a somewhat
realistic factor by having a delay in orders and units acting sort-of by themselves, but often at times it seems like my soldiers
have a death-wish by simply deciding to hit the dirt right in the middle of a killzone, or tanks refusing to turn the right direction
when under fire.

There are also a number of more 'hidden' factors in the game, such as morale, but i couldn't find it. Armor and penetration
values for guns and ammo also only displayed the moment when i really started searching for them. While ammo penetration
and armor resilience are displayed, they are only done so pre-game when assembling forces and in the encyclopedia. If you
happen to stumble upon a tank in-game, you're just gonna have to guess or know these statistics beforehand - which is just silly.

The tutorial is practically nonexistant and explains nothing. While that's usually not too much of an issue for me (i dont mind
googling, watching YT vids to get my information) it is still frustrating nonetheless.

I do applaud the creators for trying, the genre is kind of a niche and i really enjoy the setting and the armchair-general genre as a
whole, but Theatre of War is just one big dissapointment. I recommend avoiding it.

I recommend picking up Men of War: Assault Squad instead. Not only is it more accessible, it's also got far more depth than
Theatre of War, along with excellent sound effects, better graphics, immersion, and an active modding\/multiplayer community.
And most importantly: Unit behaviour and responsiveness works - unlike Theatre of War.. Best game to hit early access in a
long time. This game accomplishes what its predecessors fail to... and it doesnt even have a porn based story book system!
Seriously recommend this for everyone and their friends. Dont forget to YEEEET that little sh*t and press E. A shame, that the
developers have abandoned this game.
It's entertaining for a while, but gets boring when you have to play the same seven maps over and over again.. This game is not
for millenials that can't beat the first world in Cuphead.
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